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Statement
The role of symbol in Architecture can provide an insight for
the translation of context and form.

Preface
Confronted with the undertaking of a thesis, my initial action
was to establish the actual intent of a thesis.

A thesis is a time

,

of learning and experimenting; one should push oneself to limits
never quite attainable in the repetitive structure of the previous
four years.
I have established the thesis as a beginning rather than an
end, formulating a starting point in architecture from which I am
able to continue to grow.

Hence, my starting point begins with the

concept of symbol, and its relationship to architecture.

This

point of deviation for me re-defines the place of architecture and
its role in society.

The paper and design presented herein, begin

to lay the framework for my kinship to architecture, keeping in
mind that i t is just a beginning, and constantly questioning whether
there is an end.

Introduction:
The emphasis of this thesis comes at a time when our visual world
has become so overcrowded with images, forms, and various other modes
of expression.

In effect, these images render themselves useless, and

incoherent as a means of identification and communication.

In archi

tecture, where there exists a considerable diversity of 'languages'
and doctrines, the complexity involved in understanding is phenomenal.
Quoting the writer Walter Benjamin in his analogy to literature:
"... before a child of our times finds his way clear
to opening a book, his eyes have been exposed to such
a blizzard of changing, colorful, conflicting letters
that the chances of his penetrating the archaic still
ness of the book are slight." (1)
Much the same holds true for Architecture today.

Numerous archi

tects are trying to 'load' a building with meaning, using forms that
have been overused in varied contexts, causing this meaning to be lost
in the translation.

What is suggested in the pages to follow, is a

method to strip these misused connotations from architecture, thereby
establishing a framework to pursue which could enhance the chances of
symbolic identification.

In effect, I am becoming a translator for a

specific language, that of architecture.
As Walter Benjamin states in his essay, The Task of the Transla
tor:
" . . . the task of the translator consists in finding
that intended effect (intention) upon the language
into which he is translating, which produces in i t
the echo of the original." (2)
As presented here, Architecture is the language, the commercial build
ing the individual work, the process involved in understanding the
symbol:

the new language.

The symbolical associations are intended to simplify our visual
world, but in a sense, may complicate our thinking world.

This com

plication is similar to the direction and thought that sculptor Mary
Franks' work is aimed, that is, to:
" . . . recomplicate sculpture; t o make objects that
cannot be taken in at a glance, that demand thought
and gradual digestion." (3)
I feel this process of demanding thought and gradual digestion suggests
the building, as involving ideas, not merely creating space and form,
which is then labeled built architecture.

The ideas presented work in

conjunction with the building by reinforcing the final outcome, the
final form, the work of art.

Assuming then, the building has gained a

significance through ideas, i t approaches the realm of symbol.

As will

be developed further in this paper, a symbol suggests an object as
occupying meaning in time and place.

The meaning is relative to the

context and form in which i t is used.

This project utilizes the city

as the context, and the bridge as the form, changing each from a
standard condition to a more identifiable one.
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Introduction to Symbols
Man is primarily a seeing animal.

Large quantities, and a direct

route for information enters via our eyes, into our brains, to our
consciousness.

A great deal of my readings has shown our world becom

ing a more visual one.

Letters and signs, emblems and other means of

communication in all forms and colors are threatening to overwhelm us.
In their origins, signs are suggestive of the mystic, the mysterious,
the secret, and private.

Signs have existed from prehistoric times,

as we know from evidence on the cave walls where the first human beings
lived, and from the first objects they made.
signs has changed due to the passage of time.

The meaning of these
From culture to culture,

signs have been indicative of the people they represented.

This mode

of communication to a large number of people generally results in the
sign becoming a symbol.

As Carl Jung states:

"A symbol is a work or sign whenever it 'means' more
than one sees at first glance." (4)
The symbol acquires a deeper meaning than a sign, and takes the place
of an abstract idea.

To differentiate between sign and symbol, I have

established the following definitions which form the basis of my
thesis:
SIGN:
SYMBOL:

a sign designates an object as occupying a certain physical
PLACE in time.
a symbol suggests the object as occupying MEANING in both
time and place.

The primeval meaning of a symbol is a recognition sign.

A symbol is

the principal idea, which has given the sign full reality.

It is

necessary to recognize the idea behind everything, the symbol is only
half the truth.

Symbols carry the mind over the borders of the finite,

into the realm of the infinite.

They give rise to conjecture, specu

lation, they are the signs of the unspeakable.
To a majority of people, signs and symbols present the most basic
means of communication or directional device available.

Again to most,

identification might not be a conscious activity, repetition becoming
habit, resulting in a sub-conscious reaction.

As a limited animal,

capable of processing and storing relatively small amounts of informa
tion consciously (the remainder being stored in our collective uncon
scious), the importance of symbols becomes clear.

The ideas represented

by symbols condenses part of the information we come in contact with.
The symbol acts as a triggering mechanism to recall the stored infor
mation.
A symbol in architecture designates a happening, or as was pre
viously stated, occupies meaning in time and place.

Symbolically, a

localized event which is designated by a form, say a staircase:
act of movement, a window:

a view to the exterior.

an

As Aldo van Eyck

wrote in reference to the door as symbol:
"... a door is something that frames your coming and
going...a door is a place made for an occasion. A
door is a place made for an act that is repeated
millions of times in a lifetime between the first
entry and the last exit." (5)
Thus, in architectural terms the symbolical association has been com
pleted, gaining significance in both time and place.

Ernst Cassirer

in his book Language and Myth reiterates the basis of symbolic identi
fication by stating:
"Only symbolic expression can yield the possibility
of prospect and retrospect because i t is only by
symbols that distinctions are not merely made,
by fixed in consciousness." (6)

Therefore, symbolic a s s o c i a t i o n r e q u i r e s t h e user t o i d e n t i f y and
r e f l e c t on t h e information which i s presented.

In i d e n t i f y i n g an

o b j e c t i n i t s own t e r m s , t h e user a p p l i e s t h i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n t o h i s
own realm of understanding.

This procedure of prospect and r e t r o s p e c t

f i x e s an image i n a permanent p o s i t i o n i n consciousness.

Historical Background; Methodology
Architecture has developed certain styles throughout the ages.
The major impetus of these styles, stems from what is called a manner
ist, or classical interpretation.

This interpretation involves a

concern for internal accommodation, function, and a concern for arti
culation of ideal themes in form, expression.

The manifestation of

this procedure results in an 'empty' architectural expression.

Empty

in the sense that this formal structure and aesthetical value supplant
any regard for context.

Colin Rowe in his essay Mannerism and Modern

Architecture provides an insight to this by stating:
" . . . from an analysis o f function there emerged a dis
cipline of plan; and from the impressions of a visual
survey, that research into architectural composition
which engrossed so many. Adhearing to no distinct
formula of revival, there is a willingness in this
second school to combine motifs from different styles;
and in the resultant amalgam, they appear as 'telling'
features in a composition, rather than for any further
significance which they might possess." (7)
This repetition in mode ultimately results in accruing a universal
style or intent.

The classical codes developed vary somewhat from era

to era, yet, there are general rules to be followed:
rhythm, and order, among others.

proportion,

This classical assumption of a par

ticular ordering system stems not from the architecture itself, but
rather, from the writings and adherance to previous styles.
Mannerists work from results, from finished products, and neglect
the process which developed the products.

What they do might be called

speech about speech, elaborating on forms not on structure and forma
tion.

The mannerists, unlike some masters, perceive reality from the

remains of what the masters have left behind.

While the masters have

progressed by going back and e s t a b l i s h i n g new o r i g i n s , the mannerists,
or c l a s s i c i s t s , pick up where the leaders have l e f t o f f .

A major i n 

t e n t of t h e mannerists i s t o appease themselves and reinforce t h e i r
apparent knowledge of t h e f i e l d .

They have established the r u l e s con

t r o l l i n g t h e game, and therefore a r e the p r i n c i p l e v i c t o r s .
This t r a d i t i o n a l approach of reinforcing t h e r u l e s often leads t o
periods of decadence.
reached a dead end.

Periods when working with s t y l e s a t hand has
These times of decadence and upheaval bring about

changes; changes which a r e warranted by a r t i s a n s desiring t o again
seek meaning and understanding in t h e i r l i v e s .

To c i t e a period of

change t h a t i s very a p p l i c a b l e , one must consider t h e symbolists
movement.

To the symbolists, a r t alone seemed t o provide a basis

f o r t r u e knowledge.
appearances.

Symbolic images broke through the i l l u s i o n s of

A t r u e symbol served not only a s a conventional r e p r e 

sentation of agreed meaning, but a l s o possessed a q u a l i t y of r e v e l a 
tion.

The proper realm of t h e a r t i s t was in t h i s f o r e s t of ideas

concealed in natural o b j e c t s .

Periods of change such a s t h i s , and

likewise the Baroque following the Ronnisanco, o r t h e B r u t a l i s t s
following the Organic s t r o v e t o again develop meaning in t h e i r l i v e s ,
through t h e i r a r t form.

Now approaching times labeled by t h e w r i t e r s

of t h i s e r a a s Post-modern, when in f a c t one h a s n ' t y e t grasped the
concepts and ideas presented in our Modern period.
The emphasis of t h i s p r o j e c t i s t o point out t h a t i t i s no longer
a matter of speaking a language of a r c h i t e c t u r e ( s t y l e ) , say modernism
( i n t e r n a t i o n a l ) , b u t , in turn having an a r c h i t e c t u r a l language t h a t
speaks t o a l l people.

In t h e f i r s t example, a r c h i t e c t u r e speaks the

language f o r the a r c h i t e c t , in the second, the a r c h i t e c t and a r c h i t e c -

ture speak a common language.
In using a language which is universal to all, one must first
establish the structure of the language.

The letters which form the

words, the words the vocabulary, and, the vocabulary the language.
Regarding this design, many of the complications encountered in esta
blishing the structure for a vocabulary have been eliminated.
Eliminated by using an established form of communication:

the bridge.

Christian Norberg-Schulz in his book Existence, Space, and Architec
ture defines the bridge as a certain kind of path, and the river its
relative domain:
"A river may be said to separate and unify simultan
eously. I t divides the land but also defines a space
which is common to both shores." (8)
In addition to emphasizing the role of the river, Norberg-Schulz also
points out a primary importance of a bridge by saying:
"The bridge makes i t possible for man to take possession
of the 'river-space'. Here he feels outside and inside,
free and protected at the same time, moving back and
forth, which are different although belonging to the
same totality." (8)
The attitudes reflected in bridges has become an acquired and con
ditioned response.
method.

One 'sees' a bridge and can respond in a tangible

Through the ages, the physical use of the bridge has varied

greatly in particular applications.

Uses such as; an aqueduct to

transport water, the castle and moat draw-bridge, bridges for both
vehicles and pedestrians, and in the case of the ponte vecchio, one of
jewelers shops.

The bridge primarily symbolizes mans control of one

of natures impositions, water presenting an obstacle.

Along with these

physical applications, there have been some associations involving a
more conceptual level.

For instance, an airplane bridging two cities

or continents, also, one of understanding, bridging the generation gap.
These conceptual associations with the bridge rely most importantly
in the use of the word bridge, and not so much its physical state.
The emphasis here, is that a bridge provides a connection between
two territories.

First, visually in a more physical state, a sign,

and verbally, a conceptual entity or symbol.

Both of these entities

refer back to an individual's mental cognitive experience.

The inter

pretation, or cognitive response on the part of the observer can vary
a great deal from one to the next.

The interpretation in this case

depends primarily on one's feelings, and identify with the object in
question.

An attempt in this design is made to combine these two

aspects of identification, visual, and verbal.

Thus gaining a concre

tion of intent through a refined rendition of symbolic association.
The particular design involves a bridge more at a bridge/building:
shopping mall.

a

Building as Symbol
In this day and age when one has so many choices, and so many
meanings to sort through, there is a desire to codify our visual
surroundings into a refined and simplified state.
Symbols are one of the most direct methods to pursue these goals
and consolidate ideas into as few entities as possible.

Symbolical

entities help the user to establish a framework of understanding and
response to problems at hand.

In architecture, these symbols have

varied, as was mentioned earlier those of door openings, staircases,
and, the 'ordered' columns.

These architectural symbols have been the

method to designate meaning in built form.

What has happened to these

forms is that of becoming a mere applique, a later addition which is a
representation of the actual object.

For example:

using a two-inch

deep molded white pediment to represent the originals mode of signifi
cation.

This applique has changed the inherent intent of the original,

that being shelter, to one of a visual basis.

In most instances of

buildings today, there is no regard to communicate a message through
symbol.

Buildings in our society have existed as isolated entities,

with no regard to an urban context.

A bank exists as an autonomus

building, one which has established itself as being of necessity.

Yet,

i t has no real apparent relationship with the context of the city, or
moreso urban environment.

A parallel can be drawn between the church

and its power potential during the Rennisance, and the bank building
of today.

In both instances, church, and bank, these ideoligies were

the power controlling entities.

The manifestation of built form

appearing as the most dominant element on the landscape, is a result
of this.

As an example to the foregoing discussion, the bank building

will be considered and analyzed with respect to symbol.
Louis Sullivan and various other contempories at the turn of the
century, when designing banks, were trying to adhere to the people's
symbolic understanding of the bank concept.

The bank appeared as a

volumetric, stanch building on the exterior, relying on quantities of
mass with few punctures.
of strength and stability.

The result was the look (symbolic association)
Progressing into the late Fifties, the

International style, with the advent of the glass box, the bank building
has changed its symbol identification to the public.

Large quantities

of glass, and an open plan, the bank acquired the significance of free
open business, elegance, and, of controlling the economic system.

The

bank remains a traditional building in the city, still existing as an
entity unto itself.
In many respects, the shopping mall has developed into the same
intangible mode of existence.

Post war activity in the United States

was the greatest factor in bringing about a contemporary age of the
regional shopping centers.

During the war, materials which were

considered necessity items, were tied up in military uses.

Commodities

such as gasoline, the automobile, and, all to frequent moves to suburbia,
helped to nurture the rise of the shopping center.

From the Nineteen

Fifties to the present, the shopping mall has become an extension of
the American model, complete convenience in one location.

The result

ant mall has isolated itself as an entity separate from the city
structure.

This problem of anonymity has increased dramatically due

to a divergence in the application of signs and symbols.

These build

ings, as presented above, were established as the models of American
society, existing as an entity unto the city.

In contrast to this, the city can become a framework for structur
ing and categorizing certain territories and objects that have been
deemed necessary.

If one analyzes the city according to types and its

greater structure, typology, a basis for understanding becomes attainable.
I t is possible to create a transition from suburban to urban mores.

I

am trying to make apparent the aspect of ritual in the city, by linking
the residential to the commercial, and finally the financial domains.
What is proposed here, is to re-emphasize and re-establish the role
of these entities in the city fabric.

This role is emphasized by de

lineating the domain of overlap, the area in which residential and
financial attributes are brought together.

The commercial building is

this area in the city fabric I have considered.

In this particular

case, the physical location of the building emphasizes the linking of
these two realms.
In a sense, one (architect/designer) is to become a translator in
a particular language.

The language spoken is architectural symbolism,

and translation the mode of communication.

To comprehend i t as mode,

one must go back to the original, for that contains the law governing
the translation:

its translatability.

Here, trans!atability refers

to a specific significance which is inherent in the original, and may
manifest itself in the translation.
In this case, the process of re-establishing a meaning thru symbol
parallels translation.

Extracting a meaning from the original, and

translating that meaning into a new entity.

Thus translation, trans

plants the original language (idea) into a more definitive realm, since
i t no longer can be displaced by a secondary rendering.
Benjamin states in his essay:

As Walter

The Task of the Translator;

" . . . i t is the task of the translator to release in his
own l a n g u a g e t h a t p u r e l a n g u a g e which i s u n d e r t h e
spell of another, to liberate the language imprisioned
i n a work i n h i s r e - c r e a t i o n o f t h a t w o r k . F o r t h e
sake of pure language he breaks through decayed
b a r r i e r s o f h i s own l a n g u a g e . " ( 9 )
I n a l l l a n g u a g e c r e a t i o n s , which a r c h i t e c t u r e p r i n c i p a l l y i s ,
t h e r e i s a d e s i r e t o c r e a t e a n autonomus e n t i t y .
a t t e m p t a t o r i g i n a l i t y t h r o u g h a new l a n g u a g e .

This desire i s an
The p r o c e s s o f t r a n s 

lation adhears to an existing language, yet, rather than resemble
t h e meaning o f t h e o r i g i n a l , i n c o r p o r a t e s t h e o r i g i n a l s mode o f s i g 
nification.

T h i s i n t u r n makes b o t h t h e o r i g i n a l a n d t r a n s l a t i o n

recognizable as fragments of a greater language.
I n t h i s i n s t a n c e , t h e c o n n o t a t i o n s i n d u c e d by t h e a s p e c t o f b r i d g e
represent the original language.

Subsequently, expounding this lang

uage t h r o u g h a r c h i t e c t u r a l f o r m , i t c r e a t e s a new a s p e c t o f t h e o r i g i n a l
l a n g u a g e i d e n t i f i a b l e i n i t s own t e r m s .

The v i e w e r i s a s k e d t o r e a d

t h e l a n g u a g e p r e s e n t e d , o n c e r e a d , a n a c t o f r e f l e c t i o n on t h a t l a n g 
uage i s e f f e c t e d .

The b r i d g e b u i l d i n g r e f l e c t s back upon i t s e l f , t h e

f e a t u r e s o f p r o s p e c t , and r e t r o s p e c t i d e n t i f i e d .

The v i e w e r i d e n t i f i e s

with the aspect of bridge, and adds to this, the aspect of building.
Once t h e bond between b r i d g e a n d b u i l d i n g h a s been made, t h e v i e w e r
t h e n s u r v e y s t h i s a s s o c i a t i o n , d e c i d i n g a t which p o i n t i t makes s e n s e
t o him.

Building in Context
Following the analysis of historical identification, and esta
blishing a basis for translation, two primary constraints constitute
the major structuring of the city.

First, a breakdown of the city

into three sub-groups to re-establish their symbolical link within
that framework.

Secondly, an isolation on one of these sub-groups,

to try and show how i t might exist in a new and perhaps more symbolic
state, with a re-emphasis of the building in context.
The categorizing of these three sub-groups is intended to ease
the flow of the city network from suburban to urban domains.

A flow

that not only occurs physically, but also accelerates a conceptual,
cognitive response by users.

According to a majority of my readings,

these three sub-groups by no means comprise the whole city network,
but in themselves constitute a major portion of i t .

I t is these three

sub-groups which establish the functionality for a commercial core.
The first of these sub-groups, and most identifiable because of
location, is the residential area.

This is a community comprised

primarily of residences for living, along with the transaction of a
limited amount of goods on a smaller scale:
ment, petrol, and small stores).
is the commercial core.

(content: housing, apart

The second area of consideration,

A community comprised primarily of businesses

for the transaction of goods, with a limited extension into the social
aspects of life: (content: food, clothing, restaurants, etc.).
Finally, the third area is termed financial; a community consisting
of the education work force, with a limited extension back into the
commercial community: (content: banks, lawyers, professionals, etc.).

The term community is defined as a group of people having common rights,
interests, and privileges, in this case applying to all three sub-groups.
Society has come to identify these three sub-groups according to style,
for example:

residential--suburbia, commercial--shopping mall, finan

cial-corporate offices.

As a result of this, the city has changed from

a smaller, tighter knit neighborhood with small speciality shops and a
central business district, to a more suburban, and sprawling organization.
These three sub-groups set the stage for the development and re
finement of the aspect of building as symbol.

The sub-group being

considered is the commercial aspect, more specifically, an analysis of
the shopping mall.

The shopping mall is the interim ground between

residential, and financial areas of the city structure.

Ideally, this

shopping mall functions as a link between the two areas, bringing to
gether certain aspects of both financial and residential conditions.
Again, one recalls the development of the building, being layered
upon a bridge.

Through this layering of building and bridge, the end

result acquires a new meaning, and new parameters for understanding
have been established.
new symbol.

The resultant image of bridge has become the

This new symbol synthesizes both the characteristics of

bridge and building:

the method of linking two thresholds, and the

physical structure of building.

In conjunction with satisfying the

physical characteristics of a link, the type of building also satisfies
the perceptual attributes of a commercial building.

This linking

forms the bond between the three sub-groups of the city as presented.
Using the bridge building as the physical link between a residential
and financial condition, the city may attain a more significant rela
tionship of ritual in space.

This aspect of ritual may provide the

individual user with a greater insight to the structure of the city, and
a different light as to the use of a bridge.
Once the symbol has been established, the idea being interpreted by
the individual, one is able to analyze the building itself.

The intention

is to develop and refine certain aspects of the building as a structuring
device for the design.
come of the building.

These developments may influence the eventual out
Among these developments to be considered are the

bridge appearing as a dam, due to its relationship with the water, and
visual effects produced by reflections.

Also, the possibility of frac

turing the bridge on one particular level and then re-bridging i t , thus
creating a bridge within a bridge.
In both instances presented above, the process involved in identi
fication is physical (sign) and conceptual (symbol).

In each case there

is work required of the observer, work in the sense of understanding.
As a further reiteration of the work required of the observer, I quote
from an essay in Oppositions Nine by Jorge Silvetti, in which he quotes
Claude Levi Strauss' discerning analogy regarding the signifier and
signified.
"You make then in one sense, a work of learning, dis
covering in the object latent properties that were
not perceived in the initial context; a poet does
this each time he uses a word or turns a phrase in
an unusual manner." (10)
The object in this case, building, has been interpreted in the ob
servers realm, the work of learning is finished.

Now the building

communicates it's message in it's own realm, manifesting itself symboli
cally.

Building and Program, Design Parameters
The undertaking of establishing symbol in architecture led me to
search for a means to communicate the idea as simply as possible.
Hence, in an analysis of the city structure, a general study in the
relationship of urban to suburban mores; I found the shopping mall to
be the pivot point, or rather connection device from residential to
financial areas of the city.

In conjunction with this idea of a city

link, I considered the aspect of a physical link.
The particular location in question, the river, presents itself
as a buffer (barrier) between the two territories.

Subsequently, I

established the river as the site and a bridge as the project.

By

setting this framework, restrictions were a given regarding the scope
of the project.

For instance, the linearity of a bridge a static

dimension regarding length; static in a sense of spanning a dimension
of water with a structure.
My initial response to the problem was to only consider a single
bridge.

A bridge containing the shops on two lower levels, with a

roadway on the surface.

Due to immense vibration loads and noise,

this scheme was abandoned for the existing one.
the function of each bridge:

One which isolates

from rail, to roadway, to building.

At

the particular site chosen, there exists a very narrow railroad bridge
and an automobile bridge in a state of decay.

The basis of the current

scheme is to give emphasis to each bridge, to acknowledge the integrity
of one to the next.

At the same time, emphasizing the relationship one

has with another, all as connecting devices.
The major concern related with the three bridges was refinement

of the bridge building.

The bridge/building is where the architecture

and symbol are to be found.

The building was approached as a large

volume, subsequently eroded away and defined by smaller volumes.
An attempt was made to break the linearity of the building with
vertical towers.

These towers were pulled from the building in two

locations giving emphasis to the vertical element.

In the two end

conditions of the building, circulation is embedded for a balance
and emphasis of an anchor condition.
The building is considered as having a front and back, with the
front plane addressing the water, and motion perpendicular to the
building, while the back plane addresses the autobridge, and a motion
parallel to the building.

The two vertical sidewall planes are treated

as both structure and enclosure.

These two planes comprise the most

dominant element a user comes in contact with while moving through
the building, becoming a constant reminder and reinforcement of the
limits of the building.

The front plan (facing upstream), is treated

as a fairly transparent surface, with a simple structure plane dis
jointed by six feet resting in front of the building plane.

The

transparency and punctures which are articulated into this building
plane, provide one with a view of the water and structure, reinforc
ing the idea of a bridge building being suspended above the water.
On the other hand, the rear plane is treated more opaquely, with only
a minimal number of punctures.

This treatment is in respect to the

idea of mass and structure, support, and stability.
Internally, the mall is zoned according to hierarchial demands.
The upper level assumes the role of marketing necessity items, while
the lower level provides a more luxurious commodity.

This separation

is based on the re-emphasis of a shopping mall's acquired functions,
isolation of anchor stores from speciality shops.

This aspect of

separation is also enhanced by the physical structure of a bridge,
that being the influence of the vertical circulatory demands.

Stores

located nearer the surface would be used most frequently, and are
directly related to survival (existence/food, rather than luxury/
restaurant).

The degree of exuberance for each level depends on

the functions housed at that level.

In regards to the necessity

level, the only shops are grocery and drug stores.
itself remains minimal and stark.

The floor area

The structure, mechanical, and

finishings are left bare reminiscent of the requirements for sur
vival.

The idea of containment is emphasized through an inward

orientation.
The rooms, or volumes contained within the building are
either attached to the front or rear planes, whichever warrants
the attachment.

The upper level places the volumes on the front

plane with no punctures, effectively turning this floor in upon
itself.

A cooridor is formed alongside the rear wall, with the rear plane
being punctured in as few locations as possible.
the rooms alternate from plane to plane.

On the lower floor

In some cases rooms are

attached to the rear plane, and in other instances they are attached to

the front plane.

This level which houses the symbolic rooms has an

outward orientation, suggesting i t to be floating, or free.
phasis here is involved with the route traveled.

The em

Whether i t be

between shops, or through the corridor, an attempt to move people and
change vistas is emphasized.

A transition of environments, from con

taining to expanse, constantly changing one's feelings inside the
building.
Symbolism most generally acquires its signification over a
period of time.

Time, in this sense, relating to a physcial and

conceptual exposure with the sign.

Consequently, over time, a

symbolic association is solidified in a user's response to the ob
ject in question.

The intent of having a symbolic relationship

with an object, in this case a particular level of the building,
is one of attaining a correlation of form, or volume in space and
time.
The impetus which designates the rooms' symbolism stems from
the three primary architectural elements.
comprise built architecture:

Those elements which

column, plane, and volume.

In con

junction with the three architectonic elements, four elementary
substances which comprise man's existence in relation to architec
ture are also used, those being:

fire, air, water, and earth.

The

major attempt with these symbolical associations is to again touch

ground with the physical and conceptual framework of symbolism.
The primary symbolism of these seven elements evolves around man
and myth.

Myth being the unfolding of a story which explains a series

of events about people or practice.

In this case, presentation by

myth bases itself with a sequential development of man's evolution
through time.

The levels and rooms contained within the bridge build

ing unfold a story, each room a chapter in the story, a line in a
poem.

The final outcome providing clarity and knowledge to the over

all project.
These instances of symbolic association envelope both the archi
tectonic and pragmatic aspects of constructed building.

Both sign

and symbol are delineated and differentiated from one room to the
next, a semi-graphic explanation will follow:

A.)

Architectural/Elemental
*sign*

C.)

B.)

Pragmatic
^synthesis*

Idea/Object
•symbol*

Each room is based on this foregoing analysis, and as was stated earli
er, are designed to exemplify man's progression through time.

The

first room in the sequence is a room of square columns (A), symbolizing
the appearance of man on earch (B), in a programmatic application this
room becomes a men's clothing shop (C).

•

•

•

•

•

•

The next room, is a room of round columns (A), this symbolizes woman's
appearance on earth (B), which in turn is also a clothing shop, a
women's,

(C).

o

o

o

o

o

o

The adjoining room in this sequence is a room of water (A), symbolizing
the Garden of Eden, the point where man and woman were nourished, and
life sustained (B), in turn the pragmatical relationship of this room
is a restaurant, (C).

it
The next room which is located at the point where the bridge is
broken in two, is the room of air, (A), in this case the idea is a
meditation chamber or area of repose, repentance, (B), pragmatically
is a void, a space of air in which one moves from one side of the
bridge to the other, (C).

L

The next room in the series is the room of fire (A), which symbolizes
the encounter with an artificial element, but a life supporting one,
a source of light and heat (B), programatically this becomes the
mechanical room for the entire building, (C).

i
Adjacent to this room, is the room of planes (A), to symbolize the
beginning of civilizations; presented by hieroglyphics on the planes
of this room, the representation and acquisition of knowledge is in
tended (B), pragmatically this room is a book store, (C).
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Next, one enters the room of volumes (A), which symbolizes the con
tinuation of communication and advancement of knowledge (B), this room
becomes a post office, which in fact is comprised of volumes, (C).
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Finally, the last room in this progression is the room of earth (A),
which symbolizes life, and regenerative cycles; one comes from the
earth and one will return to i t (B), pragamatically this room is a
florist, and greenhouse (C).

Symbolism, as a basis for architecture, can also apply as the
means by which one is able to present the subject matter.

In respect

to this situation, I have tried to present ideas in a varied context,
versus standard architectural communication.
one of model/drawings.

The method pursued is

That is, setting up a framework which incor

porates both architectural models, and architectural drawings as one
entity.

The end result produces a contextually new language or method

to view/understand architecture.

This approach to architectural lang

uage requires the viewer to engage himself in the medium presented.
The object (in this case, building), cannot be consumed but must be
interpreted.

The observer must proceed along the same path as the

artist or architect, followed.

Between observation and representation

there stands a selective act, an act that requires thought.

The ob

server, in instances of identification through symbolism, is conditioned
to a patterned response.

Previous encounters with an element, influence

the observer in the realm of possible cognitive responses.

When con

fronted with a new symbol, the context in which i t is presented is
varied, involving a different thought process, and hence a different
response.

Triggering this thought process, one turns to the use of

memory, which can be considered as a kind of stored preception, used to
help us interpret new events in our world.

Upon confronting the new

symbol and identifying i t , a process to place and record in one's memory
begins, possibly becoming a new word in an old vocabulary.

It becomes

apparent this is where the observer engages himself in the medium, ob
serving i t , and trying to make sense of it.

The observer sorts out

possible connotations, and arrives at the one most suitable to him.
Therefore, sense for the observer stems from the initial premise of the
symbol, it's relation to the building, and also, in this case, the media
being represented.

A coherent pattern is established and a 'sense' of

the project remains from start to finish.

Conclusion
In this thesis project I have tried to show how an architectural
entity may acquire a symbolic significance.
acquiring this signification were:
form.

The areas pursued in

the city context, and the built

The city was implemented as a framework for identifying the

type of building, and its relationship to societal needs.

In this

case, the shopping mall being the interim ground between residential
and financial domains.

In conjunction with this, developing and ex

pounding a built form, which may be identifiable as an architectural
entity.

In this case the form pursued was the bridge.

Regarding both

conditions, context, and form, there is an area of overlap in their
respective applications.

First, one considers the shopping malls

inherent function in the city, that being, a linking of the two
thresholds, financial and residential.

Secondly, the fact of a

bridge building linking two physical thresholds, the banks of a river.
I f then, one layers the first condition onto the second, a uni
fication of intent is effected.

The two entities become one, further

enhancing the identification with the object in question.

In this in

stance of identification the object in question is an architectural
entity.

Through both, the relationship with the city, context, and its

outward appearance, form, this entity approaches the realm of symbolic
manifestation.

I feel, both the context and form work very close to

gether in establishing a symbolic identification in this project.

The

contextual aspect provides one with an emphasis of the time element,
i.e., ritual in the city, while, the form emphasizes the place aspect.
Developing symbol as a basis for architecture, I pursued model-

drawings as the medium.

I feel that model-drawings have a validity as

an architectural communication tool.

During the course of these two

quarters I have developed model-drawings from an abstract entity into
one of working with actual architectural space.

In addition to explor

ing this premise of spatial development I have tried to involve a
sequential movement through the building.

The progress I have made

with model drawings encourages me to prusue this mode of communication
in more detail.
This brings me back to my initial premise of using this thesis as
a beginning for an architectural career.

Now that this beginning has

been established, I can only hope i t will nurture and continue to grow.
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Architectural Association

staircase as symbol
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Architectural Association

door as symbol

Architectural symbolism Doric order used in conjunction with
developer four-plex

Preliminary study of bridQe buildinQ
water, fire, planes, volumes.

delineation of rooms,columns

Model drawing study; room of columns, relationship of inside to outside

Model drawing study; room of planes, and room of columns, relationship
to building.
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MODEL/DRAWING

BRIDGE as:BUILDING

LEVEL of LUXURY
Rooms Contained

ROOM of SQUARE and ROUND COLUMNS
Men's and Women's Clothing Stores

§]

ROOM of WATER GARDEN of EDEN
Resturant Bar

ROOM of AIR
Area of Repose

ROOM of FIRE
Mechanical Room

ROOM of PLANES
Bookstore

ROOM of VOLUMES
Post Office

ROOM of EARTH
Florist

Environment
A Pall Over the Suburban Mall
Burlington, Vt., defeats a competing shopping center
hey had glamorous names like the
T
Miracle Mile, Fashion Island and
Greenacres. Away from decaying down

"I refuse to pay alimony for those bas
tard developments."
Critics also note that malls are vo
towns, offering ample parking space, often racious consumers of electricity and—be
lined with shaded walkways, they were cause they can usually be reached only
gleaming oases of retail chic among the "by automobile—of gasoline. They gobble
growing, monotonous tracts of rancKes up valuable farm land, pollute the envi
and split-levels that spread out from"tKe ronment, overtax local services, create
nation's cities after World War 11. Now, % great traffic snarls, and all too often are
more than a generation after the first vast asphalt eyesores. Worse still, by en
sprawling shopping centers began sprout couraging the exodus of both shopkeepers
ing up in suburbia, these great concrete and shoppers to the suburbs, they only
meccas of merchandising are coming un hasten the decay of downtown areas.
The Federal Government, too, appar
der increasing attack.
Many of the malls were convenient, ently wants to discourage the proliferation
innovative and handsome. Indeed, the of suburban malls that threaten the vi
shopping center became a glittering sym tality of urban centers. Several federal
bol of a modern, efficient America. But agencies, by refusing to provide money
even some of its early promoters have had for access roads and other necessary im
a change of heart. Architect Victor Gruen, provements, recently helped block pro
who designed suburban Detroit's North posed malls that would have competed
land and Eastland, Chicago's Randhurst with the redevelopment plans of Charles
and Philadelphia's Cherry Hill, as well ton, W. Va., and Duluth, Minn. The Gov
as other successful shopping centers, is ernment has also pitched in more direct
disillusioned with the ugliness and fast- ly, providing grants to over 100 cities in
buck approach of many projects. Says he: hope of helping downtown store owners.

canceled

TIME. NOVEMBER 13. 1978

A model of the shopping mall proposed for Williston, Vt., outside Burlington

Second thoughts about the great concrete meccas of merchandising.
Many of Williston's property owners
welcomed the center; it would have in
creased the tax rolls and, by one estimate,
cut real estate taxes by 30%. But others,
alarmed by the size of the mall, sent out
an appeal to nearby communities to help
in the battle against the project. Burling
ton needed no real urging. The city's
financial advisers figured that the Willis
ton shopping center would be too much
competition for Burlington's new down
town mall and would drain off some $25
million in sales from local merchants
(about 40% of Burlington's retail busi
ness), reduce property tax collections by
14% and confront the town with severe
budgetary problems. Pyramid, which had

Meanwhile, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development is encouraging
big retailers like Sears, Roebuck to ex
pand operations within the cities. This
need not involve economic sacrifice. Such
highly successful downtown malls as
Houston's glossy enclosed Galleria. Bos
ton's colorful new Faneuil Hall Market
place and San Francisco's Ghirardelli
Square restoration show an appreciation
of both architectural and bottom lines.
In a classic example of civic selfdefense, Burlington, Vt. (pop. 38,000), has
now dealt the suburban mall still another
blow. Overlooking Lake Champlain,
about 40 miles from the Canadian border,
Burlington is an old port and mill town
that has been enjoying an economic and
architectural renaissance. Prestigious
firms, such as IBM and Digital Equip
ment Corp., have moved into the area and
built plants. The seedy waterfront is un
dergoing a face-lifting, and many of the
city's Victorian buildings have been trans
formed from shabby relics into stylish
shops, restaurants and dwellings. But Bur
lington's boom was threatened in 1976,
when a major shopping-center developer,
the Pyramid Companies, decided to build
an 82-store complex on an 80-acre hayfield in the town of Williston (pop. 4,000),
only five miles away.

already built more than two dozen shop
ping centers, was far from a pushover. Its
arguments were so persuasive that after
a year of public wrangling, the pro-mall
forces in Williston won a referendum forc
ing their local government to cease its op
position to the center. Fortunately for
Burlington, there was another recourse.
nder a 1970 environmental protection
act, Vermont had created nine dis
U
trict commissions that are required to re
view the impact of all projects involving
ten or more acres of land in their areas.
The commissions can either reject or ap
prove such proposals. Pyramid, which had
sharply revised its original plans to

meet environmental objections, promptly
asked for the panel's endorsement. Bur
lington. joined by such allies as the Si
erra Club and the Friends of the Earth,
resisted fiercely. During 50 public hear
ings, anti-mall forces warned of "the
threat to the Vermont way of life." A lo
cal folk group weighed in with a ditty en
titled The Mall That Ate Williston.
After reviewing thousands of pages of
testimony, the commission acted. Al
though it applauded the developer for its
landscaping, water pollution control and
energy conservation efforts, the commis
sion noted that by dictionary definition,
the environment is an "aggregate of so
cial and cultural conditions that influence
the life of an individual or community."
By that standard, the commissioners said,
the mall would indeed have an adverse en
vironmental impact on neighboring Bur
lington, not only by stunting its own or
derly growth, but also by affecting its
entire social fabric. The decision: no mall.
Pyramid, which has invested some $2
million in its proposal, quickly announced
that it would appeal the decision to the
state's environmental control board or the
courts. But whatever its outcome, the case
has already had an impact far beyond
Vermont. Burlington Mayor Gordon Paquette says he has received requests for
advice from Helena. Mont., and New
Hartford, N.Y., among other cities that
have decided to fight for their lives against
suburban malls.
•
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